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SUMMARY

Biotic interactions are potent, widespread causes of
natural selection and divergent phenotypic evolution
and can lead to genetic differentiation with gene flow
among wild populations (‘‘isolation by ecology’’)
[1–4]. Biotic selection has been predicted to act
on more genes than abiotic selection thereby
driving greater adaptation [5]. However, difficulties
in isolating the genome-wide effect of single biotic
agents of selection have limited our ability to identify
and quantify the number and type of genetic regions
responding to biotic selection [6–9]. We identified
geographically interspersed lakes in which threes-
pine stickleback fish (Gasterosteus aculeatus) have
repeatedly adapted to the presence or absence of a
single member of the ecological community, prickly
sculpin (Cottus asper), a fish that is both a competitor
and a predator of the stickleback [10]. Whole-
genome sequencing revealed that sculpin presence
or absence accounted for the majority of genetic
divergence among stickleback populations, more
so than geography. The major axis of genomic varia-
tion within and between the two lake types was
correlated with multiple traits, indicating parallel nat-
ural selection across a gradient of biotic environ-
ments. A large proportion of the genome—about
1.8%, encompassing more than 600 genes—differ-
entiated stickleback from the two biotic environ-
ments. Divergence occurred in 141 discrete genomic
clumps located mainly in regions of low recombina-
tion, suggesting that genes brought to lakes by the
colonizing ancestral population often evolved
together in linked blocks. Strong selection and a
wealth of standing genetic variation explain how a
single member of the biotic community can have
such a rapid and profound evolutionary impact.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Threespine stickleback (Gasterosteus aculeatus) were sampled

in British Columbia (Canada) from 17 geographically inter-

spersed lakes of two types: ‘‘lakes with sculpin’’ (n = 9) and
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‘‘lakes without sculpin’’ (n = 8) (Figure 1A). Prickly sculpin fish

(Cottus asper) are a piscivorous intraguild predator—preying

upon stickleback and competing with it for food [10]. Sculpin

presence or absence is associated with heritable phenotypic dif-

ferences in stickleback defensive armor, body shape, and

behavior [10, 11]. Lakes formed about 10,000 years ago and

were colonized from the sea by marine or anadromous stickle-

back (hereafter marine) [12]. Study lakes are similar in size and

were chosen to minimize regional differences in lake character-

istics (Figure 1B; Figure S1; Table S1). The result is an unusual

natural system of populations having access to shared ancestral

standing genetic variation that allowed for independent and

repeated adaptation to environments differing primarily in the

presence or absence of sculpin.

We tested the phylogenetic independence of stickleback from

study lakes using a haplotype network based on putatively

neutral sequences from the mitochondrial control region. Sys-

tematic structuring between population types would suggest

that distinct monophyletic clades colonized lakes with and

without sculpin, whereas shared haplotypes between lake types

would be consistent with colonization of lakes by a common

ancestral population. We found that most populations contained

multiple haplotypes, many haplotypes were shared among

several populations, and stickleback from lakes with and without

sculpin did not cluster in the haplotype network (Figure 1C). This

pattern agrees with the geological history of the region [12] and

phylogenetic studies indicating that freshwater stickleback

populations formed at the end of the last ice age by multiple

colonization events from the sea and subsequently evolved inde-

pendently [13].

Most Genomic Variation Is Associated with Sculpin
Presence or Absence
To detect parallel adaptive evolution in response to the presence

or absence of sculpin, we sequenced a single representative

stickleback from each freshwater population to an average

coverage of 93 using Illumina 100 bp paired-end whole-genome

re-sequencing. Sequences were aligned to the stickleback refer-

ence genome [14, 15]. After filtering, we generated a dataset of

6.3 million SNPs from the 17 freshwater genomes, correspond-

ing to approximately one SNP every 73 bp.

A principal-component analysis (PCA) of all nuclear SNPs,

excluding those on the sex chromosome, revealed sculpin pres-

ence or absence to be the predominant factor organizing stick-

leback genome-wide variation. The first genomic principal

component (gPC1) explained 11.6% of the genome-wide SNP
td.
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Figure 1. Sculpin Presence or Absence Is the

Primary Difference among Lakes

(A) Location of study populations. Lakes in which

stickleback co-occur with sculpin are indicated in

with gray circles (A–H), and lakes without sculpin

are given in black squares (1–9). Sampling locations

of marine stickleback are shown with open circles

(M1–M6). Lake names are provided in Table S1.

(B) The association between the first principal

component of physical and chemical properties of

the study lakes (ePC1) and the relative geograph-

ical position of lakes (MDS1), calculated as the

principal axis from a multidimensional scaling of

pairwise geographical distances among lakes.

Lakes located in closer proximity to each other, as

indicated by similarity in MDS1, have ePC1 values

that are more similar than ePC1 values between

more distant lakes. Environmental trait values are in

Table S1.

(C) Genealogical haplotype network based on a

putatively neutral DNA sequence from the mito-

chondrial control region. Circle size indicates the

total number of individuals with that haplotype (see

lower right corner). The length of the line segments

indicates the number of mutations separating

haplotypes. Haplotypes are often shared between

stickleback from lakes with sculpin (gray, A–H) and

stickleback from lakes without sculpin (black, 1–9).

The haplotype network shows no evidence for

monophyly of stickleback from lakes with sculpin or

of stickleback from lakes without sculpin. See

Figure S1 for more information on lake character-

istics.
variation and separated stickleback from the two lake types with

only slight overlap (Figure 2A; F1,15 = 22.5, p < 2.6e�4; lakes with

sculpin = 412.1 ± 120.6; lakes without sculpin =�366.3 ± 108.7).

The second genomic principal component (gPC2) accounted for

7.8%of SNP variation andwas associatedwith geographical po-

sition of lakes (Figure 1B). The two lake types overlapped broadly

in gPC2, and their means were not significantly different (F1,15 =

0.15, p = 0.71; lakes with sculpin = 42.8 ± 191.5; lakes without

sculpin = �38.1 ± 105). We found a weak spatial autocorrelation

in gPC1 (Moran’s I: I = 0.08, p = 0.08) but a significant spatial

autocorrelation in gPC2 (Moran’s I: I = �0.141 p = 0.02) (Fig-

ure S2). We retested the difference between the lake types in

gPC1 after controlling for spatial effects using a distance-based

Moran’s eigenvector map analysis (dbMEM) and again found a

significant association (F4,12 = 9.2, p = 0.001). Overall, we

conclude that sculpin presence or absence had a large overall

effect on genomic variation in stickleback, more so than geogra-

phy in this sample of populations.

We repeated these analyses including stickleback from six

marine locations. The first genomic principal component ex-

plained 13.8% of the genomic variation and again differentiated

stickleback from lakes with and without sculpin (Figure 2B;

F6,16 = 18.9, p < 2e�6). Stickleback sympatric with sculpin

were more similar to the marine populations along the gPC1

than stickleback from sculpin-absent lakes (Figure 2B), indi-

cating that populations from lakes with sculpin have retained

mainly marine alleles at the SNPs having high loadings. Since

the marine population represents the putative ancestral form,

the alleles at SNPs evolving in parallel are most often in the
derived state in sculpin-absent lakes compared with alleles in

sculpin-present lakes. This agrees with previous phenotypic trait

comparisons of the three groups [16].

Genomic and Phenotypic Differentiation Are Associated
Position along the major axis of genomic variation among lakes

(gPC1) was correlated with phenotypic differentiation, both

within and between lake types in body shape (Figure 2C; lakes

with sculpin r = 0.80, p = 0.02; lakes without sculpin r = 0.77,

p = 0.02; overall r = 0.91, p = 4e�7), and bony armor (Figure S2).

This pattern might reflect widespread pleiotropy, with suites of

phenotypic traits mapping to the same parallel diverging genetic

variants, but this seems unlikely given the diversity of traits and

large number of genomic regions involved (see below). A more

likely cause is correlated selection on multiple traits and under-

lying genes along a gradient of environmental differences, chiefly

sculpin presence or absence.

Genomic Differentiation Is Extensive
Widespread genomic regions differed between stickleback from

lakes with and without sculpin (Figure 3A). To quantify absolute

divergence between the two lake types, we calculated the raw

variance between the two groups at each nucleotide (FSTNUM)

and then took the average in 10,000 bp sliding windows across

the genome. This divergence metric is the numerator of the

FST statistic and has a maximum of 1 at bi-allelic SNPs and a

value of 0 at invariant sites. Although lakes types are not strictly

geographically structured subpopulations, we also calculated

FST to quantify relative differentiation between stickleback
Current Biology 29, 530–537, February 4, 2019 531
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Figure 2. Genomic Variation Is Associated with Sculpin Presence or

Absence

Separation of stickleback from lakes with and without sculpin along the first

principal component of whole-genome SNP variation.

(A) First principal-component values based on all 17 lake populations (gPC1).

(B) First principal-component values based on an analysis that also includes

marine (ancestral) stickleback sampled at six localities (gPC1). Each point

represents a single individual from a population. Stickleback from lakes with

sculpin resemble marine stickleback more closely than do stickleback from

sculpin-absent lakes. The percentage of SNP variation explained by each first

principal component is shown in parentheses.

(C) Comparison of the first principal component of all SNPs in all lake pop-

ulations (gPC1LAKE) with the first linear discriminant axis of body shape (body

shape axis 1). Greater phenotypic differentiation both between lake types and

within lake types is associated with more extreme genotypic differentiation

along gPC1LAKE.

See also Figures S2 and S3.
from the two lake types. FST, allele frequency difference (AFD),

and amodified version of the cluster separation score of [14] pro-

duced similar findings (Figure S3; Table S2).

Using permutation tests, and controlling false discovery rate,

we identified significant differences in 1,395 of 76,109 informa-

tive genomic windows (hereafter outliers), representing �1.8%

of the genome. Outlier windows frequently contained alleles

not yet fixed between populations from the different lake types

as only 689 SNPs (out of 6.3 million) had FSTNUM > 0.8 between

stickleback from the two lake types. Outlier windows overlapped

introns or exons of 609 (3.3%) of the 18,254 annotated genes
532 Current Biology 29, 530–537, February 4, 2019
that fell within sampled windows. Each outlier window contained

an average of 0.88 genes (SD = 0.79), with individual genes often

spanning multiple windows. Genes in outlier windows were en-

riched for Gene Ontology (GO) terms related to neuron develop-

ment, synaptic transmission, heart morphogenesis, and many

other diverse biological functions (Table S3), suggesting that

interactions with sculpin had a comprehensive effect on stickle-

back evolution.

Outlier windows occurred on many chromosomes, with chro-

mosomes IV, VII, XII, and XX displaying especially elevated levels

of divergence (Figure 3A). This spatial distribution of outlier

windows across chromosomes was highly non-random (c2 =

1753, df = 20, p < 2.2e�16). Outlier widows occurred most

frequently in chromosomal centers, which have relatively low

recombination rates [17]. Across all windows, FSTNUM and

local recombination rate were negatively correlated (Figure 4;

r = �0.31, p = 1.5e�15).

Influence of Abiotic Lake Environment
Lakes with and without sculpin overlapped along axes ePC1 and

ePC2 describing abiotic environmental differences among lakes

(Figure S1; ePC1: U = 51, p = 0.17; ePC2: U = 40, p = 0.74). How-

ever, lakes without sculpin had higher average pH (U = 63,

p = 0.01) and greater average calcium concentrations (U = 59,

p = 0.03) than lakes with sculpin (Table S1; Figure S1). Calcium

concentration and pH were strongly correlated with each other

(r = 0.83, p = 4e�5). Nevertheless, pH and calcium are unlikely

to determine the presence or absence of sculpin. Sculpin occur

in lakes with higher pH and calcium concentrations than are rep-

resented in our sample of non-sculpin lakes [18, 19]. However,

sculpin-absent study lakes were more variable in these parame-

ters, in association with local differences in geological sub-

strates: none of the study lakes with sculpin occurred on the

high limestone substrates onwhich several of the sculpin-absent

lakes occurred. We reassessed the relationship between

gPC1LAKE and lake type while including pH and calcium concen-

tration as covariates and accounting for spatial effects. Stickle-

back from different lake types remained divergent along gPC1

(type: t = 2.9, p = 0.016). No relationship was detected between

gPC1LAKE and pH or calcium concentration (pH: t = 0.26,

p = 0.80; calcium concentration: t = �0.91, p = 0.39).

We investigated the influence of variation in pH and calcium

separately on the stickleback genome, focusing only on lakes

without sculpin, whose range of values in pH and calcium en-

compassed the narrower range of values in sampled lakes with

sculpin (Figure S1). We calculated FSTNUM between stickleback

sequences from sculpin-absent lakes grouped into low or high

calcium concentration and low or high pH (Figure S4). The com-

parison of FSTNUM between stickleback in lakes with andwithout

sculpin shared 23 outlier windows (12 genes) with the analysis of

lakes with low and high calcium, and 12 outlier windows (10

genes) with the analysis of lakes with low and high pH.

We conclude that abiotic differences between study lakes in

pH or calcium do not drive the majority of the genomic changes

differentiating stickleback between lakes with and without

sculpin. To minimize the possibility of influence, we excluded

the 35 shared outlier windows from subsequent analyses, leav-

ing 1,360 outlier windows and 587 genes associated with the

presence or absence of sculpin.
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Figure 3. Extensive Genomic Differentiation between Lake Types
(A) Genomic differentiation between stickleback from lakes with and without sculpin. FSTNUMwasmeasured in 10,000 bp sliding windows (step size 5,000 bp). All

chromosomes are plotted on the same scale and ordered by size.

(B) FSTNUM between stickleback from lakes with and without sculpin for an exemplary chromosome showing marked divergence (ChrXII). Estimated state

changes (high compared to low differentiation) identified with the HMM are shown below. Outlier windows are indicated with gray circles.

See also Figures S3 and S4 and Tables S2 and S3.
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Figure 4. Genomic Differentiation Correlated with Recombination

Rate
The average value of FSTNUM calculated between lakes with and without

sculpin in consecutive 500 kb windows are negatively correlated with average

recombination rate (R = 0.19, p < 1.7e�5). Recombination rate data are

from [17].
Estimating Boundaries of Divergent Regions
Outlier windows typically occurred consecutively in the genome,

suggesting that genomic blocks of differentiated sequence

might often have evolved together during adaptation to contrast-

ing lake types [20]. To estimate the extent of these blocks, we

used a two-state hidden Markov model (HMM) to define bound-

aries between genomic regions of high and low divergence. This

model collapsed the 1,298 contiguous outlier windows into 141

discrete outlier blocks across the genome (Figure 3B; Table

S2), with a median width of 220 kb (range: 10–1,470 kb). This

number might still overestimate the actual number of indepen-

dent genetic loci under selection during lake adaptation, since

it is possible that linked blocks of standing genetic variation in

the ancestral population included a mixture of windows with

low and high divergence.

Broader Implications
Extensive genomic divergence of stickleback was associated

with the presence or absence of a single biotic agent of selec-

tion, the prickly sculpin. Parallel differentiation of genomes be-

tween stickleback from the different lake types involved

�1.8% of the genome, overlapping 587 genes with a wide diver-

sity of biological functions. Widespread adaptation is implicated

because genetic drift is unlikely to cause repeated, parallel evo-

lution in multiple evolving populations in association with a

specific environmental feature [21]. These extensive changes

underscore the rapid and profound effects of a seemingly simple

biotic interaction on stickleback evolution.

Study lakes formed recently (<10,000 generations), meaning

that differentiation between lake types has repeatedly occurred

in a remarkably short time period. On the other hand, genes in

outlier windows are not evolutionarily independent, because

most occur in contiguous blocks of differentiated genes whose

alleles might have increased in frequency in unison during adap-

tation. We found that stickleback populations sympatric with

sculpin have retained more marine genetic variants than popula-

tions in lakes without sculpin. Because marine stickleback co-
534 Current Biology 29, 530–537, February 4, 2019
occur with numerous other fish species, including several other

sculpin species, recent release from selection by sculpin pro-

duced the direction of most genetic divergence between stickle-

back populations in the two lake types.

How can a single species from the ecological community

rapidly produce differentiation across so many genomic re-

gions? One possible explanation is that traits under selection

might be highly polygenic. Stickleback from the two lake types

differ in body shape, defensive armor, diet, and behavior

[10, 11], and variation in such traits is commonly controlled by

many genetic loci [16, 22, 23]. Second, stickleback traits in lakes

with sculpin might represent the cumulative outcome of a long

series of reciprocal coevolutionary changes in the two species

that unraveled in lakes where sculpin are absent. This hypothesis

could be addressed in future studies investigating the evolu-

tionary dynamics of sculpin.

A third potential explanation is that sculpin and stickleback are

members of a larger network of interacting species. Stickleback

may indirectly experience multifarious selection if the presence

or absence of sculpin leads to changes in the strength of stickle-

back interactions with other species. The accumulated effects of

‘‘diffuse’’ or ‘‘indirect’’ selectionmight be as great or greater than

direct selection by sculpin. For example, the lack of sculpin may

allow stickleback to colonize the shallow benthic environment,

changing stickleback diet and thereby leading to selection to

alter behaviors and morphology to improve catching and

handling performance on new food items and avoid predators.

Lastly, differentiation of a large portion of the genomemight be

a correlated response to selection on a smaller set of genes.

Most identified differentiated genome regions are clustered in

blocks of relatively old standing genetic variation brought to

the lakes by colonists [20], with genes in the same block remain-

ing in relatively high linkage disequilibrium during adaptation of a

more limited set of loci [24]. In this way, neutral and even delete-

rious alleles could hitchhike along with linked loci under selec-

tion, overestimating the number of genes under selection [25].

It is likely that freshwater allele copies present as standing ge-

netic variation in the colonizing marine population originated

from gene flow with other nearby freshwater populations not

long before lake colonization [26] and so were initially present

as co-segregating blocks. By estimating where blocks of differ-

entiated windows begin and end, we calculate that at most 141

genomic regions were involved in the process of adaptation by

stickleback to the presence or absence of sculpin. This still rep-

resents a large number of genomic regions responding to biotic

selection over a relatively short time span.

Although recombination would eventually break down linkage

between genes in the marine population, regions of low recom-

bination would aid the persistence of large blocks of freshwater

alleles in the marine population [27]. Consistent with this, we

found a negative correlation between local recombination rate

and genetic divergence between stickleback from lakes with

and without sculpin. We note that by using whole genome

sequence data, our study is less likely to be biased toward

detecting selection in regions of low recombination than

reduced representation methods (e.g., restriction-site-associ-

ated DNA sequencing).

How did selection bring so many genes or blocks of genes

from low to high frequency in so few generations? Selection on



many genomic regions would presumably generate a high sub-

stitution load requiring many selective deaths [28]. One possibil-

ity is that biotic interactionsmay lead to ‘‘soft’’ selection, in which

the fitness of an individual is a function of the difference between

its phenotype and the most fit phenotype in the population,

rather than its difference from an optimum phenotype, reducing

substitution load [29]. A change to a new optimum can occur

quickly when initial allele frequency in a population is high [30];

therefore, a second possible answer is that adaptive genetic var-

iants did not start at a low frequency. Colonizing populations

were most likely large, since colonization occurred during

post-glacial rebound of coastal lands. At this time, increased

gene flow may have maintained much higher levels of standing

variation in the ancestral marine population compared to the pre-

sent-day marine population. As a result, differentiated genes

may have begun at relatively high frequency in the colonizing

population, reducing substitution load.

This study provided evidence that ecological interactions

between species—even non-intimate and symbiotic interac-

tions—can have large evolutionary consequences. Other studies

have found biotic selection to be associated with substantial

genomic divergence [14, 31–33], although examples remain

few. It is tempting to suggest, based on our study and others,

that biotic selection is likely to have more substantial effects on

the genome and the phenotype than abiotic agents of selection.

Testing this hypothesis will require future controlled studies on

the genomic impact of different agents of selection.
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STAR+METHODS
KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Biological Samples

23 Threespine stickleback (Gasterosteus aculeatus)

tissue samples

This paper Table S1

Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant Proteins

MS-222 Argent Chemical Cat#ARF5G

Alizarin Red Sigma-Aldrich Cat#A5533

Critical Commercial Assays

TruSeq DNA PCR-Free Sample kit Illumina Cat#20015962

High-Sensitivity DNA Bioanalyzer kit Agilent Technologies Cat#5067-4626

Deposited Data

Threespine stickleback whole genome

resequencing data

This paper NCBI SRA project PRJNA387728

Lake_morphometric_data.csv This paper https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.nb37pn3

FSTnum_outlier_genes.csv This paper https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.nb37pn3

FST_outlier_genes.csv This paper https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.nb37pn3

CSprime_outlier_genes.csv This paper https://doi.org/10.5061/dryad.nb37pn3

Oligonucleotides

L-Pro-F [34] N/A

TDK-D [35] N/A

Software and Algorithms

CodonCode Aligner v6.0.2 https://www.codoncode.com/aligner/

RAxML v8.0.0 [36] https://cme.h-its.org/exelixis/software.html

FITCHI [37] http://www.evoinformatics.eu/fitchi.htm

tpsDig v2.3 [38] http://life.bio.sunysb.edu/ee/rohlf/software.html

R package ‘shapes’ [39] https://www.maths.nottingham.ac.uk/personal/ild/shapes/

BWA v0.7.13 [40] http://bio-bwa.sourceforge.net/

GATK v3.6 [41] https://software.broadinstitute.org/gatk

Picard v2.8.2 N/A https://broadinstitute.github.io/picard

VCFtools v0.1.14 [42] https://vcftools.github.io/index.html

R script ‘convertCoordinate.R’: R script for

converting to improved stickleback genome

assembly coordinates

[15] https://datadryad.org/resource/doi:10.5061/dryad.q018v

R package ‘VariantAnnotation’ [43] http://www.bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/

VariantAnnotation.html

R package ‘pcaMethods’ [44] https://bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/

pcaMethods.html

R package ‘Ape’ [45] https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=ape

R package ‘quanteco’ [46] https://github.com/quanteco/quanteco-tools/

vcftools_custom: A modified version of vcftools

that prints the numerator and denominator of FST

https://github.com/dalloliogm/vcftools_custom/

R script ‘FSTnum’: custom R script for calculating

FSTNUM in windows

This paper https://datadryad.org/resource/doi:10.5061/dryad.q018v

R script ‘CSprime’: custom R script for calculating

CS’ in windows

This paper https://datadryad.org/resource/doi:10.5061/dryad.q018v

R package ‘qvalue’ [47] https://github.com/jdstorey/qvalue

R package: ‘biomaRt’ [48] https://www.bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/

biomaRt.html

(Continued on next page)
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Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

R package: ‘depmixS4’ [49] https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=depmixS4

R package: ‘topGO’ [50] https://bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/

topGO.html

R core team [51] https://www.r-project.org/foundation/
CONTACT FOR REAGENT AND RESOURCE SHARING

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Sara

Miller (sem332@cornell.edu).

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Adult threespine stickleback fish (Gasterosteus aculeaus) specimens were collected using minnow traps from lake and marine

regions in Southwestern British Columbia (Table S1). Collection protocols were approved by the British ColumbiaMinistry of Forests,

Lands, andNatural Resource Operations (permits NA-SU12-76311, NA-SU13-85151, NA-SU14-93473). Upon sampling, stickleback

were euthanized with an overdose of buffered MS-222 anesthetic (Argent Chemical Laboratories, Redmond, WA) and stored in 95%

ethanol.

METHOD DETAILS

Sampling Strategy
Our study design, based on [14], applied whole genome re-sequencing of a single representative (diploid) stickleback individual

from multiple independent lakes, maximizing the number of populations sampled rather than the number of individuals within

populations. The design minimizes false positives signatures of selection produced by the effects of demographic history. The

approach is mainly adept at identifying genomic regions that evolved repeatedly from shared standing genetic variation present

in the common ancestral population [13, 52]. Standing genetic variation has been previously shown to be a source of adaptive alleles

in stickleback [13]. Themethod is unlikely to detect genomic regions evolving by newmutations unless they produce a parallel signa-

ture at the same loci in different populations. Hence our approach provides a conservative estimate of genes responding to biotic

environments.

Study lakes were initially identified either based on previous lake observations [11] or were found using HabitatWizard (http://www.

env.gov.bc.ca/habwiz), an online database maintained by the Provincial government of British Columbia. We searched for lakes with

and without prickly sculpin and whose fish community otherwise contained only threespine stickleback and coastal cutthroat trout

(Oncorhyncus clarkii clarkii). Cutthroat trout are piscivorous predators of stickleback and sculpin [53] and their presence was un-

avoidable as they are found in virtually every lake in this region (as are diving piscivorous birds during summer, especially loons (Gavia

immer)). Therefore, we emphasize that our comparisons are between lakes with and without sculpin, and not between lakes with and

without predation. The presence or absence of sculpin was verified in all lakes using minnow traps.

Study lakes selected were geographically interspersed to minimize the contribution of regional differences in lake characteristics.

All study lakes, except North Lake (a lake with sculpin) and Klein Lake (a lake without sculpin), were in separate watersheds, and all

were inaccessible from the sea, ensuring no contemporary gene flow between populations. We therefore treat each lake as an in-

dependent replicate.

We sampled up to 25 adult threespine stickleback during the breeding season (May-June 2012-2014) from nine lakes with sculpin

and eight lakeswithout sculpin (Figure 1A). In addition, we sampledmarine stickleback at six localities (Figure 1A). Present daymarine

stickleback are thought to be phenotypically representative of the ancestral marines that colonized freshwater habitats after the end

of the last ice age [12, 54]. Modern Pacific Ocean marine populations are considered nearly panmictic, with high gene flow among

nearby populations [13, 14, 52, 55].

Mitochondrial Haplotype Network
We usedmitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) to test for systematic structuring of populations from lakes with and without sculpin. We chose

mtDNA rather than whole genome sequences to minimize the effect of parallel evolution of shared standing variation, which can give

a false signal of monophyly [14, 56]. Shared haplotypes among lake types would suggest a monophyletic origin, whereas haplotypes

interspersed among populations would suggest multiple independent origins.

We Sanger sequenced a 352 bp stretch of the neutrally evolving mitochondrial control region (D-Loop) using the standard primers

L-Pro-F [34] and TDK-D [35]. Sequences were aligned and visually checked in CodonCode Aligner (v6.0.2). A ML-phylogeny of hap-

lotypes was inferred in RAxML (v8.0.0) [36] using the GTRCATmodel of sequence evolution with rate heterogeneity among sites. The

sequence alignment and phylogeny were then used to construct a haplotype genealogy with FITCHI [37]. The final analysis was

based on 3-15 stickleback individuals per lake (112 sequences in total) and a total of 25 SNPs.
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Morphometrics
Body Shape Measurements

Stickleback samples for body shape analysis were stained with alizarin red [57] and photographed on the left with a Nikon D300 cam-

era. Twenty landmarks outlining the shape of the fish and the insertion points of spines and fins (Figure S2) [58] were placed using

tpsDig 2.3 [38]. Landmarks were centered, scaled, and rotated using the shapes R package [39]. Shape differences among lakes

were visualized using a linear discriminant function analysis (LDA), with population as the classification variable.

Description of Body Shape Landmarks

1. Dorsal insertion of the caudal peduncle

2. Posterior midpoint of the caudal peduncle

3. Ventral insertion of the caudal penducle

4. Posterior insertion of the anal fin at the first soft ray

5. Anterior insertion of the anal fin at the first soft ray

6. Hinge of the pelvic spine

7. Dorsal insertion of the pectoral fin

8. Ventral insertion of the pectoral fin

9. Anterior edge of the ectocoracoid bone

10. Anterior extent of the preopercle

11. Posteroventral extent of the maxilla

12. Anterior extent of the premaxilla

13. Naris

14. Anterior orbit in line with the midpoint of the eye

15. Posterior orbit in line with the midpoint of the eye

16. Posterior extent of the supraoccipital

17. Insertion point of the first dorsal spine

18. Insertion point of the second dorsal spine

19. Anterior insertion of the dorsal fin at the first soft ray

20. Posterior insertion of the dorsal fin at the first soft ray

Armor Trait Measurements

The following traits were measured on stained stickleback specimens: length of the first dorsal spine, length of second dorsal spine,

length of the pelvic spine, width of pelvic girdle, and number of lateral plates. All traits, with the exception of lateral plates, were size

corrected following the methods in [11]. Armor differences among populations were visualized using a principal component analysis

of log-transformed values.

Whole Genome Re-sequencing
We chose a single representative fish from each lake by performing a PCA on size scaled and rotated morphological landmarks (see

above) for up to 25 individuals per population. The fish nearest to the mean of PC1 and PC2 was selected for sequencing, whether

male or female. Genomic DNA was extracted from fin clips using a standard phenol/chloroform method. Paired-end whole genome

libraries were prepared for each fish using the Illumina TruSeq sample kit (Illumina, San Diego CA), with a target insert size of 500 bp

and quantified using High-Sensitivity Bioanalyzer chips (Agilent Technologies, Inc). Libraries were sequenced using the Illumina

HiSeq2000 (100 bp paired-end reads) at the University of British Columbia and at G�enome Qu�ebec.

Bioinformatics Pipeline
Raw sequence reads were aligned to the stickleback reference genome (gasAcu1 2006 assembly) using BWA (v0.7.13) [40]. Single

Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs) were identified using the HaplotypeCaller tool in GATK (v3.6) in conjunction with Picard (v2.8.2)

(http://broadinstitute.github.io/picard) following the GATK 3.6 best practices recommendations [41]. Low quality SNPs and insertion/

deletions were removed with VCFtools (v0.1.14) [42] using the filters –minGQ 100, –min-meanDP 6, –remove-indels, and –max-

missing-count 12 (for full dataset) or 8 (freshwater stickleback only). The seventeen freshwater genomes generated a final dataset,

after filtering, of 6.3 million SNPs. Overall lower sequence coverage for marine samples (mean 5X) resulted in a dataset of 2.5 million

SNPs for all 23 genomes, following filtering. This corresponds to approximately one SNP every 73 bp for the freshwater dataset, and

one SNP every 184 bp for the full dataset.

Genome coordinates were converted to the improved stickleback reference genome assembly [15] using R scripts provided by the

authors. The stickleback sex chromosome is chromosome XIX and was excluded from subsequent analyses.

Genomic Divergence Among Lakes
The overall patterns of divergence among our samples were established using a PCA of SNP genotype values. We then determined if

the presence of sculpin was correlated with the main axis of genetic differentiation among stickleback lake populations.
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A VCF file was loaded into R using the VariantAnnotation package [43]. SNPs occurring in masked regions of the genome, as iden-

tified in the RepeatMasker track in the USCS stickleback genome table browser (sticklebrowser.stanford.edu), were removed using

custom R scripts. In each individual, SNPs were given a numerical value relative to the reference sequence (REF/REF = 0, ALT/

ALT = 1; REF/ALT = 0.5). Missing values were filled in using the average value of that SNP across all samples. The PCA of the covari-

ance matrix among all pairs of SNPs was calculated using the ‘svd’ function in the pcaMethods package [44].

We tested for spatial autocorrelation in the values of genome-wide principal components using Moran’s I test in R’s Ape package

(v5) [45]. Distance-based Moran’s eigenvector map analysis (dbMEM) was then used to control for the effect of geographical auto-

correlation [59]. This method was implemented using R’s quanteco package [46].

To measure genome-wide differentiation between stickleback from the two lake types, we calculated the raw variance between

groups, in sliding windows across the genome using a modified version of vcftools (https://github.com/dalloliogm/

vcftools_custom/). We refer to this value as FSTNUM because it is equivalent to the numerator of Weir-Cocherham FST [60]. FSTNUM,

is ameasure of absolute divergence, and has amaximumof 1 at bi-allelic SNPs and a value of 0 at invariant sites. FSTNUM in awindow

is the sum of its value over all nucleotide bases divided by the number of sequenced bases in each window. The statistical signifi-

cance of FSTNUM values was assessed using a permutation test. Within eachwindow, individual fish were randomly reassigned to the

two groups, keeping the number of fish in each group the same. This process was repeated 10,000 times and a FSTNUM value be-

tween groups was calculated for each permutation. The p value is the proportion of times in which the permutated value exceeded

FSTNUM calculated from the real data. Outlier windows were determined using a significance level corresponding to a genome-wide

false discovery rate of 0.05 using the qvalue R package [47]. Outlier windows fulfilling this significance criterion are not only highly

divergent but also show parallel allele frequency differences between stickleback in lakes with and without sculpin. A c2 goodness

of fit test was performed to determine whether the number of outlier windows per chromosome was different from the number ex-

pected based on the number of nucleotides per chromosome.

Candidate Genes
The number of genes within outlier windows were counted using the biomaRt R package [48]. Pseudogenes and ncRNAs were

excluded by sorting genes based upon the ‘‘gene_biotype’’ attribute. We classified ‘‘outlier genes’’ as those genes within

2000-bp upstream or downstream of outlier windows.

Calculating Genomic Divergence Among Lakes using Other Metrics
FST

We also calculated FST in all genomic windows, a common measure of relative differentiation [60] that ignores invariant sites. Indi-

viduals from freshwater populations were grouped by whether their lakes contained sculpin. These two groups are not true subpop-

ulations either spatially or via gene flow, which is absent between all lakes. We calculated FST between these groups in 10,000 bp

sliding widows with a step size of 5,000 bp using VCFtools (v0.1.14) [42]. Outlier windows were identified using a permutation test,

following the procedures described above for CS’. FST was highly correlated with FSTNUM and CS’ (Figure S3).

CS’

To measure absolute genomic differentiation between stickleback from the two lake types, we used a modified version of the cluster

separation score (CSS) from [14] in 10,000 bp sliding windows (step size 5,000 bp) across the genome. CSS is based on pairwise

sequence divergence between individuals at variable sites within a window between individuals belonging to two different groups.

Pairwise divergence is used to calculate the first two principal axes from a multi-dimensional scaling (MDS). The CSS score is the

average pairwise Euclidean distance between individuals from different groups minus average distance between individuals within

groups. CSSmainly describes divergence on axes of co-varying sequence variation among sites within a window. High CSS within a

window indicates a comparatively large number of SNPs diverging in parallel between groups of lake.

We made two modifications of the method by Jones et al. [14]. First, we used the first two principal components of SNP variation

within each window instead of MDS axes. Second, we scaled the score for each window by dividing it by the total number of called

bases (variant and invariant) in the window. These modifications increased the speed of computation and converted CSS to a per-

base metric of sequence divergence between groups, which we refer to as CS’.

A PCA was conducted within each 10,000 bp sliding widow (step size 5,000 bp) on the numerical genotype scores (0, 0.5, and 1) at

each SNP. After applying the data quality filters listed in the bioinformatics pipeline, a total of 69,215 windows containing 18,232

genes were available from the lake samples. We retained the first two principal components in each window and calculated the pair-

wise Euclidean distance D between individual fish from the two lake types. CS’ is then calculated as:

CS
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The numerator of CS’ corrects a typographical error in the formula from [14]. D is the Euclidean distance between two fish, i and j

are individual fish belonging to different groups, and s and n are the number of stickleback individuals from sculpin lakes and non-

sculpin lakes. To convert to a per-base measure, we divided by N, the number of variant and invariant bases sequenced within a
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window, yielding CS’. Windows containing fewer than 250 called bases (out of 10,000) or containing fewer SNPs than the total num-

ber of fish were dropped. CS’ is occasionally negative, which occurs when the average pairwise distance between fish in different

lake types is less than the average pairwise distance between fish of the same lake type.

Permutation tests were used to assess the statistical significance of CS’ values. Within each window, individual fish were randomly

reassigned to the two groups, keeping the number of fish in each group the same. This was repeated 10,000 times and a CS’ score

was calculated for each permutation. The p value is the proportion of times in which the permutated value exceeded the CS’ score

calculated from the real data. Outlier windows were determined using a significance level corresponding to a genome-wide false dis-

covery rate of 0.05 using the qvalue R package [47]. Outlier windows fulfilling this significance criterion are not only highly divergent

but also showparallel allele frequency differences between stickleback in lakeswith andwithout sculpin. Ac2 goodness of fit test was

performed to determine whether the number of outlier windows per chromosome was different from the number expected based on

the number of nucleotides per chromosome.

CS’ was more sensitive at identifying outlier windows than the other metrics (Table S2). Using CS’ we identified significant differ-

ences in 1,645 of 69,215 informative windows (hereafter outliers), representing �2.4% of the genome. Median CS’ was 0.0117 in

outlier windows compared to 0.0001 in other windows. Outlier windows overlapped introns or exons of 684 of the 18,254 annotated

genes in sampled windows (3.7%). There was an average of 0.84 genes (SD = 0.80) in each outlier window. Outlier windows were

non-randomly distributed across the genome (X2 = 1986, df = 20, p < 2.2e�16). CS’ and local recombination rate were negatively

correlated (R = �0.206, p = 3e�6).

Allele Frequency Difference

We also calculated Allele Frequency Difference (AFD) between groups within genomic windows. AFD is a commonly used metric of

assessing genetic differentiation between populations [61]. Allele frequency was calculated between the two groups at each bi-allelic

SNP using VCFtools [42]. The allele frequency difference was calculated for each SNP using the formula:

AFD= 0:5 � jSC� NS j
SC is the frequency of the reference allele in the sculpin-lake group andNS is the frequency of the reference allele in the non-sculpin

lake group. The average AFDwas calculated in 10,000 bp sliding windows with a step size of 5,000 bp using custom scripts in R. AFD

was highly correlated with FSTNUM and CS’ (Figure S4).

Abiotic Lake Characteristics
Physical and chemical properties were compared among lakes to identify environmental differences that might be correlated with

sculpin presence or absence. Information on the total surface area, perimeter, and mean depth of each study lake was obtained

fromHabitatWizard (http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/habwiz). Lake elevation and shortest straight-line distance from the lake to the ocean

was determined using Google maps (http://maps.google.com). To quantify the spatial distribution of study lakes, we calculated pair-

wise great circle distances among lakes (in km). Pairwise distances were then summarized using major axes from amultidimensional

scaling analysis.

We collected water samples from the seventeen freshwater lakes to test for systematic differences in water chemistry between

sculpin and non-sculpin lakes. Water samples were stored at 4�C for several months prior to testing. Sodium (Na) and Calcium

(Ca) concentrations were assessed by averaging two independent measurements per lake water sample using flame atomic absorp-

tion spectroscopy (machine model: Spectra AA-220FS, Varian Inc.). In the same samples, we measured Soluble Reactive

Phosphorus (SRP) with a spectrophotometer (machine model: SpectraMAX 340pc, Marshall Scientific) and pH. Readings fromwater

samples taken at different time points from the same lake (i.e., in different years, or in different months between May and August

within the same year) revealed little variation, indicating relatively high temporal stability in overall water chemistry within a lake.

Whenever several water samples per lake were available from different dates, we report the mean of all measurements. All nine vari-

ables were log transformed to improve normality before performing a principal components analysis (PCA) of the correlation matrix

using the pcaMethods package in R [44].

Influence of Abiotic Environment on Genetic Divergence
Physical and chemical properties of lakes (Table S1) were weakly associated with sculpin presence or absence. To assess this as-

sociation, nine measured abiotic environmental variables were log transformed then summarized using principal component anal-

ysis. The first major axis of environmental variation mainly reflected increased sodium and calcium concentration and decreased dis-

tance to the ocean. The second principle component axis (ePC2) mainly reflected increased distance of lakes to the ocean and

decreased lake area and perimeter. Lakes with and without sculpin broadly overlapped along ePC1 and ePC2 (Figure S1) and their

means were not detectably different (ePC1: U = 51, p = 0.17; ePC2: U = 40, p = 0.74).

Lakes with sculpin had higher pH and greater calcium concentrations than lakes without sculpin. We investigated the influence of

variation in pH and calcium separately on the stickleback genome, focusing only on lakes without sculpin, whose range of values in

pH and calcium was broad and encompassed the narrower range of values in sampled lakes with sculpin (Figure S1). We calculated

FSTNUM between stickleback sequences from sculpin-absent lakes grouped by low (n = 5) and high (n = 4) calcium concentration

(Figure S4). After false discovery rate correction, there were no statistically significant outlier windows, but this may be caused by

the lower power from a reduced number of lakes in this analysis. Instead we used a relaxed significance threshold that considered

the 1188 windows corresponding to the lowest 0.05% of uncorrected p values (p = 0.0082) to be outliers. We repeated this analysis
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between sequences from non-sculpin lakes grouped by low (n = 4) and high (n = 5) pH, which yielded 759 outlier windows under the

relaxed criterion (Figure S4). Similar results were obtained when considering the top 1% of p values as outliers.

Defining Boundaries of Divergent Regions
We used a two state Hidden Markov Model (HMM) implemented in the R package depmixS4 [49], to estimate the number and size of

contiguous blocks of highly divergent windows between stickleback from lakes with and without sculpin. The model assumed two

underlying states of genomic divergence of windows, low and high, each with a distinct mean level of divergence and a normal prob-

ability distribution of emissions estimated from the data. Transitions between states, whose probabilities are also estimated from the

data, were used to demarcate blocks of divergent windows. A dependent mixture model was fitted to log FSTNUM values of contig-

uous (rather than sliding) 10,000 bp windows using the parameters ‘nstates = 20 and ‘instart = runif(2)’. The use of contiguous win-

dows reduced the number of outlier windows in this analysis to 1,298. Other settings were program defaults. Each chromosome was

analyzed separately.

Correlation of FSTNUM with Recombination rate
FSTNUM valueswere averaged in non-overlapping 500 kb genomicwindows, using the FSTNUM scores previously calculated between

lakes with and without sculpin in 10,000-bp windows. Chromosomal positions were converted to the genome assembly positions in

[17] using custom R scripts. Based on pedigree-derived crossover (recombination) rate estimates for the stickleback genome from

[17], we calculated average recombination rates for the same genome-wide 500 kb sliding windows as above. For cases in which

sliding windows overlapped regions with multiple recombination rate estimates, we weighted the estimates by the degree of overlap

with a window, and then calculated the average of the recombination rates. A conventional correlation analysis was used to test the

association between FSTNUM and recombination rate variation across the genome.

Gene Ontology (GO) Enrichment in Outlier Windows
We searched for enriched Gene Ontology (GO) terms among genes identified in outlier windows. To be conservative, we restricted

our analysis to the 456 genes identified as outlier by three different metrics, FSTNUM, FST, and CS’. Genes within outlier windows

were identified using the biomaRt R package [48]. Pseudogenes and ncRNAs were excluded by sorting genes based upon the

‘‘gene_biotype’’ attribute. We classified ‘‘outlier genes’’ as those genes within 2000-bp upstream or downstream of outlier windows.

Outlier genes were searched for enriched GO terms using the ‘weight01’ algorithm in the TopGO R package [50], restricting the

search to GO terms in the category of biological processes. TopGO takes the GO hierarchy into account when identifying enriched

GO terms resulting in fewer false positives than other methods. Candidate enriched GO terms were identified using Fisher’s exact

test (Table S3).

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

All analyses were conducted in R [51]. Statistical tests are described in Method Details (above).

DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY

All data files and custom R scripts used to create these analyses are available at the Dryad data repository (https://doi.org/10.5061/

dryad.nb37pn3). Sequence data used in this paper are available at the NCBI short read archive. The project accession number is

PRJNA387728.
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Figure S1: Little Environmental Difference Between Lakes with Sculpin and Lakes without Sculpin. 
Related to Figure 1B. 
(A) Population positions along the first two environmental principal components (ePC1 and ePC2) from 
an analysis of nine environmental variables measured on freshwater lakes with sculpin (red A-H) and 
without sculpin (black 1-9). The two lake types broadly overlap in ePC1 and ePC2. (B) Calcium 
concentration [Ca] and (C) pH in study populations. Lakes with sculpin have relatively low calcium 
concentration and pH, whereas lakes without sculpin range from low [Ca] and low pH to high [Ca] and 
high pH. Points have been jittered to show overlap. Raw data are given in Table S1. 



 
 
Figure S2: Genomic Variation is Associated with Stickleback Morphology not Spatial Distribution 
of Study Lakes. Related to Figure 2. 
(A) Spatial distribution of lakes was summarized using the first multi-dimensional scaling axis of pairwise 
geographic distance among lakes, as in Figure 1B. The major axis of geographic position of populations 
(MDS1) does not correlate with the first principal component of genetic variation among all 17 freshwater 
lake populations of stickleback (gPC1LAKE, as in Figure 2A, see main text) (t=1.2, df=15, P=0.25). (B) the 
second principal component of genetic variation (gPC2LAKE) is associated with geographic position of 
populations (MDS1) (t=-2.1, df=15, P=0.05). (C) Twenty morphometric landmarks outlining body shape 
and fin insertion points. Landmarks were used to assess shape differences between stickleback 
populations from lakes with and without sculpin using stained stickleback samples. See supplementary 
methods for details. (D) Stickleback from lakes with and without sculpin differ predictably in body shape. 
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Arrows show the differences in the mean landmark positions for lakes without sculpin (arrow head) 
compared to the change in landmark positions for lakes with sculpin. Arrow lengths have been multiplied 
by four to increase visibility. (E) Comparison between the first genetic principal component (based on all 
SNPs in all lake populations, except those on the sex chromosome; gPC1LAKE) and the first principal 
component axis of armor traits (PC1ARMOR). A greater value of PC1ARMOR indicates increased defensive 
armor. Greater armor is associated with more extreme genomic differentiation along gPC1LAKE (overall: 
R=0.68, N=17, P=0.002). Each point represents a single individual from a unique lake population. Lakes 
with sculpin are red (A-H) and lakes without sculpin are black (1-9). 
 
 
  



 

 

Figure S3: Correlation Between Different Metrics for Measuring Genetic Differentiation. Related to 
Figure 2 and STAR Methods. 
Comparison of differentiation metrics between stickleback from lakes with and without sculpin across the 
genome. All scores are measured in 10,000-bp windows (5,000-bp step size). (A) Plot of FST and 
FSTNUM. Outlier windows for FSTNUM are shown in red. These values are highly correlated (R2= 0.88, 
P<2e16) (B) Plot of CS’sculpin and FSTNUM. Outlier windows for CS’sculpin are shown in red. The two 
variables are highly correlated (R2= 0.91, P<2e16). (C) Plot of CS’sculpin and FST. Outlier windows for 
CS’sculpin are shown in red. The two variables are highly correlated (R2= 0.86, P<2e16). (D) Plot of FSTNUM 
and Allele Frequency Differences (AFD). Outlier windows from the CS’sculpin analysis are highlighted in 
red. The two variables are highly correlated (R2= 0.85, P<2e16). (E) Plot of CS’sculpin and Allele Frequency 
Differences (AFD). Outlier windows from the CS’sculpin analysis are highlighted in red. The two variables 
are highly correlated (R2= 0.77, P<2e16).  (F) FSTNUM, CS’, and FST values between stickleback from 
lakes with and without sculpin plotted across three highly differentiated chromosomes. Outlier windows 
are indicated in red below each metric. State changes as predicted by a hidden markov model (HMM) are 
show for each metric with a blue line.
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Figure S4: Extensive Genomic Differentiation in Response to pH and Calcium Concentration is not Correlated with Genomic 
Differentiation Between Lakes with and Lakes Without Sculpin. Related to Figure 3. 
(A) Genome-wide distribution of genetic differentiation (FSTNUM [CA]) calculated between stickleback in low and high calcium concentration lakes 
lacking sculpin. (B) Genome-wide distribution of FSTNUM [pH] calculated between stickleback in low and high pH lakes lacking sculpin. All 
chromosomes are plotted on the same scale. The sex chromosome (XIX) is included below but was not included in analyses reported in the 
manuscript. (C) FSTNUM [CA] scores calculated between stickleback from lakes with low or high calcium concentrations plotted against FSTNUM 
[sculpin] scores between lakes with and without sculpin. The two values were weakly correlated (R2= 0.039). Outlier windows for the analysis 
between lakes with low and high calcium concentration are in purple, whereas outlier windows for FSTNUM [sculpin] are in red. (D) FSTNUM [pH] 
scores calculated between stickleback from lakes with low or high pH. The two scores are not correlated (R2= 0.013).  Outlier windows for FSTNUM 
[pH] are in orange whereas outlier windows for FSTNUM [sculpin] calculated between populations in lakes with and without sculpin are in red. (E) 
Scores for FSTNUM [CA] and FSTNUM [pH] were moderately correlated (R2= 0.64).  Outlier windows from the comparison between lakes with low 
and high pH are highlight in orange, whereas outlier windows for the comparison between lakes having low and high calcium concentration are 
highlighted with purple. There were no shared outlier windows. (F) CS’CA scores calculated between stickleback from lakes with low or high 
calcium concentrations plotted against CS’sculpin scores between lakes with and without sculpin. The two scores are only weakly correlated (R2= 
0.024). Outlier windows for the analysis between populations in sculpin-absent lakes with low and high calcium concentration are in purple, 
whereas outlier windows for CS’sculpin between populations in lakes with and without sculpin are in red. The fourteen shared outlier windows for 
CS’CA and CS’sculpin are identified with blue triangles. (G) CS’pH scores calculated between populations from sculpin-absent lakes having low and 
high pH plotted against CS’sculpin scores between populations from lakes with and without sculpin across the same 10,000-bp windows (step size 
5000-bp). The two scores are not correlated (R2= 0.002). Outlier windows for CS’pH are in orange whereas outlier windows for CS’sculpin calculated 
between populations in lakes with and without sculpin are in red. The six shared outlier windows for CS’pH and CS’sculpin are identified with blue 
triangles. (H) Scores for CS’CA and CS’pH in 10,000-bp windows (step size 5,000-bp) calculated using only lakes without sculpin. These scores are 
moderately correlated (R2= 0.49). Outlier windows from the comparison between lakes with low and high pH are highlight in orange, whereas 
outlier windows for the comparison between lakes having low and high calcium concentration are highlighted with purple. The six shared outlier 
windows for CS’CA and CS’pH are identified with blue triangles. All scores for CA and pH are calculated only between stickleback from sculpin-
absent lakes. FSTNUM and CS’ scores were calculated using the same 10,000-bp sliding windows (5000-bp step size). 
 
 
 



Population Type ID Latitude Longitude Area (ha) Perimeter (m) Depth (m) Elevation (m) Distance to sea (m) SRP (uM) Na (µM) Ca (mg/L) pH Env.PC1 Env.PC2
Lake

Ambrose sculpin C 49.733195 -124.02437 29.8 3200 13.3 56 940 0.9 76.40 1.12 6.79 -0.2331 -1.1315
Black no sculpin 9 48.773234 -125.096594 130.0 8400 11.1 111 1350 0 115.55 0.99 6.74 -1.2513 -2.2164
Brown sculpin E 49.741765 -123.915103 18.8 1796 3.5 49 1120 0.23 54.07 0.90 6.79 -0.1204 -0.5325
Bullocks no sculpin 7 48.874112 -123.509031 9.4 1300 4 33 3310 0.97 424.75 3.82 7.43 1.4507 0.7180
Cedar sculpin A 50.204813 -125.565719 31.0 4900 3 204 11800 0.31 54.80 0.77 6.99 -2.2409 0.3795
Cranby no sculpin 2 49.696084 -124.50654 44.6 3280 3.2 69 2530 0.34 159.76 7.88 7.69 0.5989 -0.5335
Hoggan no sculpin 6 49.152667 -123.828194 19.7 2219 3 63 310 0 278.76 3.83 7.02 1.7593 -1.1130
Kirk no sculpin 3 49.739441 -124.586289 8.3 1372 8.3 121 2543 0.73 126.94 10.35 7.80 0.9836 1.1108
Klein no sculpin 4 49.730087 -123.968612 13.5 2650 12 135 2660 1.01 47.62 1.87 7.29 -0.7252 0.3689
North sculpin D 49.748275 -123.970265 12.8 1737 10.06 45 1040 0.29 100.66 2.42 7.01 0.7073 -0.2651
Ormond sculpin B 50.180256 -125.52577 8.0 1753 6.57 230 10140 0.07 59.74 0.63 6.95 -1.7948 1.5333
Pachena sculpin H 48.838338 -125.029038 58.7 4389 10.7 88 4730 0.295 87.76 1.10 6.91 -1.3951 -0.7751
Paq sculpin F 49.613543 -124.0229 12.1 1785 2.2 12 880 0.67 308.70 3.79 7.04 2.2593 -0.5296
Rosseau sculpin G 48.830345 -124.992733 13.1 2120 5.8 137 6405 0.28 74.10 0.93 6.75 -1.2199 0.8192
Stowell no sculpin 8 48.781861 -123.444086 5.6 983 4.6 77 1400 2.03 218.87 4.51 7.42 1.5530 1.0392
Tom no sculpin 1 50.256375 -124.923292 17.0 2600 1.7 198 1689 0.03 60.95 0.82 7.11 -0.8719 0.0063
Trout no sculpin 5 49.50843 -123.876057 7.6 1308 5.8 157 2420 0.92 162.34 3.63 7.24 0.5403 1.1214
Mean no sculpin 28.4 ± 13.3 2679 ± 761 6.0 ± 1.2 107 ± 17 2023 ± 304 0.67 ± 0.22 177.3 ± 39 4.19 ± 1.05 7.3 ± 0.11 0.45 ± 0.38 0.06 ± 0.38

sculpin 23 ± 5.9 2710 ± 458 6.9 ± 1.4 102 ± 28 4632 ± 1569 0.38 ± 0.09 102 ± 30 1.45 ± .04 6.9 ± .01 -0.51 ± 0.06 -0.06 ± .04
Mann-Whitney Test U=30; P=0.61 U=29; P=0.54 U=32; P=0.74 U=40; P=0.74 U=32; P=0.74 U=45; P=0.41 U=53; P=0.11 U=59; P=0.03 U=63; P=0.01 U=51; P=0.17 U=40; P=0.74

Marine
Bamfield Inlet marine M6 48.824876 -125.136342
Little Cambell River marine M3 49.014982 -122.772487
Oyster Lagoon marine M2 49.613611 -124.029722
Salmon River marine M5 49.175163 -122.59434
Seyward Estuary marine M1 50.373634 -125.929494
West Creek marine M4 49.191545 -122.655709  

 
Table S1: Abiotic Characteristics of Study Populations. Related to Figure 1B. 
Area, perimeter, and mean depth were obtained from HabitatWizard (http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/habwiz/). Elevation and the distance from the lake 
to the nearest ocean were calculated using Google Maps. Soluble reactive phosphorus (SRP), sodium concentration (Na), calcium concentration 
(Ca), and pH were directly measured from water samples. Mann-Whitney U tests were used to test for differences in abiotic variables between 
lakes with sculpin and without sculpin. Statistically significant differences are shown in bold.  



Chromosome
Number of 

outlier 
windows

Number of 
regions of high 

divergence

Number of 
outlier 

windows

Number of 
regions of high 

divergence

Number of 
outlier 

windows

Number of 
regions of high 

divergence
I 101 17 102 14 120 16
II 49 8 49 6 50 9
III 9 0 9 0 6 3
IV 265 28 265 23 331 32
V 2 0 2 0 4 0
VI 11 2 11 2 8 4
VII 432 20 433 16 493 23
VIII 70 10 70 10 86 12
IX 62 10 62 9 71 12
X 8 2 8 2 9 2
XI 27 8 27 9 31 10
XII 142 9 141 8 164 11
XIII 6 2 6 1 11 3
XIV 5 1 5 0 5 1
XV 6 0 6 1 7 4
XVI 11 3 11 3 14 4
XVII 38 6 38 4 48 7
XVIII 17 3 17 2 16 2

XIX (Sex) Not included Not included Not included Not included Not included Not included
XX 110 8 111 8 120 9
XXI 21 4 21 4 45 7

unassembled 3 Not included 3 Not included 6 Not included
Total 1395 141 1397 122 1645 171

FSTNUM FST CS'

Table S2: Outlier Windows Between Stickleback from Lakes with and without Sculpin are Non-
Randomly Distributed. Related to Figure 3. 
The number of 10,000 bp outlier windows for CS’sculpin and the number of regions of high divergence 
identified by the hidden markov model (HMM). Chromosome refer to the genome alignment in [S1].  



GO.ID GO Term Description Annotated Significant Expected P-value
GO:0006811 ion transport 486 19 11.61 0.00016
GO:0007271 synaptic transmission, cholinergic 4 2 0.1 0.0033
GO:0006897 endocytosis 15 3 0.36 0.00494
GO:0001878 response to yeast 19 3 0.45 0.00981
GO:0006506 GPI anchor biosynthetic process 8 3 0.19 0.01091
GO:0051260 protein homooligomerization 64 5 1.53 0.01806
GO:0016311 dephosphorylation 135 5 3.22 0.0183
GO:0010842 retina layer formation 24 3 0.57 0.01878
GO:0007423 sensory organ development 307 9 7.33 0.0238
GO:0003403 optic vesicle formation 1 1 0.02 0.02389
GO:0006809 nitric oxide biosynthetic process 1 1 0.02 0.02389
GO:0045602 negative regulation of endothelial cell differentiation 1 1 0.02 0.02389
GO:0045737 positive regulation of cyclin-dependent protein kinase activity 1 1 0.02 0.02389
GO:0001886 endothelial cell morphogenesis 1 1 0.02 0.02389
GO:0016444 somatic cell DNA recombination 1 1 0.02 0.02389
GO:0006622 protein targeting to lysosome 1 1 0.02 0.02389
GO:0006047 UDP-N-acetylglucosamine metabolism 1 1 0.02 0.02389
GO:0010749 regulation of nitric oxide mediated signal transduction 1 1 0.02 0.02389
GO:0051570 regulation of histone H3-K9 methylation 1 1 0.02 0.02389
GO:0000045 autophagosome assembly 1 1 0.02 0.02389
GO:0021905 forebrain-midbrain boundary formation 1 1 0.02 0.02389
GO:0016255 attachment of GPI anchor to protein 1 1 0.02 0.02389
GO:0016055 Wnt signaling pathway 83 5 1.98 0.02554
GO:0003007 heart morphogenesis 126 7 3.01 0.03042
GO:0060037 pharyngeal system development 14 2 0.33 0.04278
GO:0006189 'de novo' IMP biosynthetic process 2 1 0.05 0.0472
GO:0050890 cognition 2 1 0.05 0.0472
GO:0008057 eye pigment granule organization 2 1 0.05 0.0472
GO:0021884 forebrain neuron development 2 1 0.05 0.0472
GO:0019731 antibacterial humoral response 2 1 0.05 0.0472
GO:0048755 branching morphogenesis of a nerve 2 1 0.05 0.0472
GO:0003308 negative regulation of Wnt signaling pathway involved in heart development 2 1 0.05 0.0472
GO:0046654 tetrahydrofolate biosynthetic process 2 1 0.05 0.0472
GO:0048814 regulation of dendrite morphogenesis 2 1 0.05 0.0472  

 
Table S3: Gene Ontology (GO) Terms Enriched in Outlier Windows. Related to Figure 3. 
Enriched Biological Processes Gene Ontology (GO) terms calculated using topGO for windows that were 
identified as outliers using FSTNUM, CS’sculpin, and FST. The term annotated refers to the number of genes 
in the dataset that were annotated with that GO term. Significant refers to the number of genes with the 
given GO term in outlier windows. Expected is the number of genes with the GO term expected by 
chance. P-values were calculated from Fisher exact tests.  
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